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Abstract

Mobile tourism service is already contributing a lot in the development of tourrsm industry
around the world. It is already providing location based services that could help travelers
go around different places easily. Looking at all of these services and targeting a specific
group of tourists, particularly, pedestrian tourists, we could add some more interesting
service that could make their travel more comfortable, convenient and efficient.

The basic services that are typically provided at this moment are the location information
of the user and routing information about how to travel to the next destination. This
information is already making their travel easy and efficient, but we can add one more
interesting service: personalized visual information that could really boost things up.
Visual confirmation will with no doubt remove any confusion of the traveter's location.
With this information, the user won't have to guess whether she is at the right location or
not, she will be able to see it for herself. This knowledge of whereabouts can give a feeling
of safety and the user can get the most out of their tour. This will really add the tour to be i
memorable one.

Keywords: Mobile Tourism, Mobile Commerce, Mobile Information Service, Location
Based Service, Context Awareness, Geographic Information System.
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Chapter I
Introduction

l.l Ovcrryiew

Following the developments in the field of mobile internet and device technologies, there

has been-a rapid inirease in the use of internet-ready hand-held GPS-enabled mobile

pt,on.r, smart phones and PDAs. This has triggered a rapid growth in the development of

lfpii.uirnr r.lut.d to them [, 2J Apptications like context aware systems, financial

ryit.rr, entertainment systems, and health systems are some of the basic and common

u'ppf ,.utions that are becoming popular in these kinds of system [3]. Finding the location of
your contact, paytng *on.y ioi tt. transaction, watching the trailers of a movie or

,pJu,ing youi t .uttt 
-record 

lould now be done from anywhere with a single press of your

mobile device. This gives us the power of location independent availability. And with this

po*rr, we can still d; a lot to raiie the standard of our living. All of these applications and

Innorution, are shaping up the future of mankind and how we will communicate and do

business.

Most of these applications are advancements in the existing technolory of e'commerce'

Wnf, tn. feature of ubiquity (i.e. being available at anytime anywhere.), and transaction

being conducted over ttri mobite terminal, we call this type of system m'commerce' And

at 6f the above mentioned applications can be classified under the m-commerce

technology. The value added i[tribrt.s of m-commerce like ubiquity, convenience,

int u.taUlfity, flexibility, personalization and localization are ensuring the growth and

J.rifop*.,ir of these [inar of applications [3J. These attributes not only help in the

udr-..rrnt of the technology"but also provide exceptional potential of. growth,

pioJrctiulty and profrtability in-a business *ortd. No-wonder why a lot of people predict

that m-commerce will be one of the dominating forces for business and society in near

future.

In addition to the value added attributes of m-commerce, the development of these kinds of

uppf,.u,io* are driven by factors like: wide range ofavailability of mobile network, large

number of users of mo-bile devices, cell phone culture among youths, demands from

service oriented customers, location based iervices, vendor marketing, declining price of

service, improved performance and bandwidth [3J'

One of the application that is becoming mole and more popular day by. day as the

t..tnotogy ottrigh sensitivity GPS advances is context aware system' Applications like

search navigators and mapping systems are Some of its examples. Searching which is the

nearest reslaurant or which is i recommended restaurant falls under search navigators and

tourist guide systems can be an example of mapping system' These applications are the

result of Locatron Based Service (LBSj. This type of services will frrst identiff the location

oitt,. person and then provide reievant information about that place. It is really helpful in

real-life situation and with the advancement in GPS technology; we can expect the

pi..irion of the calculated location to be around five meters or less. So, we can imagine

why the popularity of this kind of applications is increasing'

Talking more on this kind of applications, there are already existing systems which will

navigate you to certain destinatibn or help you visualize the locations. There are also some

*up-uppi,.ations which will help differini kind of users to navigate around the specific

I



location. People who are new to that place could have a huge benefrt from this kind of
application. Focusing on a specific group of users among these people, tourrsts can use this
kind of applications to make their travel easy. And with the increase in the number of
pedestrian tourists on the road we can focus on them and develop an application that could
help in making their tour comfortable, convenient, and efficient We can implement the
above technologies and integrate the location information of the user with the information
about the place such that the user can get the most out of their tour. We will call this
application "lntelligent Walking Tour System".

In order to implement this system, we would need precious location information of the
user. We could get this information using the cell based triangulation or usrng the GPS.
Both techniques use the triangulation method to calculate the location. We would also need
the information about that location. To get this information we would use Geographic
Information System which will tell us what is located at that place. And finally a
mechanism, that will efficiently integrate these two information. Since we are
implementing this system in a mobile network, so we also need to know the basics of M-
Commerce

In this report, we will learn the basics of systems required to implement this application.
Understand why we need them and how they work. And finally implement a system as a
proof of concept showing the importance of destination information in terms of image. In
this process, we will try to obtain the latitude and longitude data from a GPS receiver and
then plot them on a map. This will pave our way towards implement this application
"lntell igent Walking Tour System".

l.l.l Intelligcnt walking tour system

Sometime when we travel in a new or unknown place, then we would need some kind of
guide to help us go around that place. If not, then we may feel a little unsafe and unsure
about whereabouts of our location. Looking at those tourist maps and not knowing where
we are, makes us more frustrated. Those signs in unknown languages and local peoples
who don't understand us make us more confused of our location and where to go next. We
may feel that we are lost and try to return to the place we already know. This is what
happens to the general tourists who just want to explore a new area themselves.

But, this is not what we wanted from our travel, we came to travel not just to go around the
known places, but to discover the great unknowns, may be the place, culture, architecture,
etc. Just because we are unsure of whereabouts of our location and also of the new
location, we cannot give up our dreams. One way to continue with our dream is to hire a
guide and just follow him. Another way, which is more interesting, cheap, safe and more
fun, is to use Intelligent Walking Tour System.

Telling us about the exact location of where we are and where to go next, how to go there,
what to expect to see there at different time, or just to visualty confirm the place where it
says you are, is really that place or not by showing the pictures near you, and guiding you
how to go to next place. This is what Intelligent Walking Tour System does, and this is
what a general tourist would need to explore in a new place. A feeling of safety and the
knowledge of whereabouts really adds to being a memorable travel.



In this age of mobility and technology, people are generally equipped with the power of
technology that can help them do a lot of thing anywhere in_the earth. One of the examples

is mobilJ-phones, which are generally equipped with a GPS receiver. Now people only

need sorne intermediary software that will translate those technical details into human

readable form. One of these intermediaries is "lntelligent Walking Tour System". User

friendly, and very easy to use, this system is developed specially for tourists who want to

explore around an unknown territory by themselves, or just walk around the famous places.

1.1.2 Related Commcrcial Serviccs

There are a lot of commercial products and applications that can show the location

information along with different ways to navigate the area. Applications like SpeedNavi,

SatNav, GPSPilot, PDAFun, TomTom, Gramin, and a lot others which if I try to mention

will fill many pages are already providing services that could facilitate the travel and give

the location information along with different other features like searching nearby locations,

voice guidance, etc. Not only this, but there are other features like intelligent search and

agent based search being developed so that it will provide the user with the better and user

preferred results.

1.2 Problem Statcment

Mobile tourism is already providing some of the basic services like the location

information of the user and rout information about how to travel to the next destination.

This information is already making the tour easy and efficient. But even with this

information, sometimes the user cannot be certain about his exact location. He has to ask

someone to confirm whether he is where he is supposed to be.

An adaptation in the new GPS chipsets for use in urban areas, the GPS receiver tries to

reduce the error from multipath effect by freezing the location information of the user and

try to get a better fix if they are not moving above certain speed (3-4 km/hr). This type of
feature is called static navigation and is specifically seen in some GPS chips manufactured

for urban areas. This will certainly give better results in terms of accuracy if we are static

and not moving or moving in high speed, but this is the worst case if we are using it for
something like walking tour system. We either have to switch off this feature and tradeoff
with the accuracy of the location or start to walk above the speed limit to keep the dynamic

location information.

1.3 Objectivc

We can add interesting service like the visual information to the already existing mobile

tourism service. The destination information in terms of personalized visual confirmation,
will with no doubt remove any confusion of the traveler's location. With this information,

he won't have to ask anyone about the location, he will be able to see it for himself.

The specific objectives of this research are to
l. Provide the destination information in terms of description and images along with

the time specific information.
Study various approach to deliver the destination information.
Show gtobally referenced local position on a map along with the surrounding

information and direction.

3
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1.4 Scope and Limitation

The limitations and scope of this study are as follows:
l. While developing any location based service, there are a lot of ethical, legal and

health related issues which is beyond the scope of this research.

2. One limitation of this project is that it is target to a small group of users and even
among these users; we expect them to have some kind of rnternet ready hand held
GPS enabled device. This is too much to expect from pedestrian tourists.

3. We scope down the application to run in only one platform at this time because the

application will be device dependent.
4. While displaying the destination information in form of geo-tagged images, a lot of

non-relevant images may also show up.



Chapter 2
Literature Review

2.1 M-Commerce

"The core of mobile e-commerce is the use of a terminal (telephone, PDA, PC device, or

custom terminal) and public mobile network (necessary but not sufficient) to access

rnformation and conduct transactions that result in the transfer of value in exchange for

information, services or goods." 'Ovum [4]

The widespread availability of the wireless and mobile networks, mobile devices and

software tliat make these devices more usable and secure is creating a new window of
opportunity to perform different types of transactions that could have only been done in a

alinop computer. With an access to real-time information, we can perform all these

transactions through a mobile device. This technique of performing any kind of business

activity or transaction over a mobile or wireless network through a mobile device can be

referred to as m-commerce. [2'4]

The driving forces behind the rapid development of this field are some of its basic

attributes and characteristic. These attributes are contributing in creation of applications

that are only possible in mobile devices [3]. Some of them are as follows:
o Ubiquity
. Convenience
o Intractability
o Personalization
o Localization

Ubiquiw is being available anywhere at any time. This means mobile devices can easily

access and deliver information anytime and anywhere making it a fastest way of
information communication in real world. This gives a lot of advantage in many fields.

lt is easy and convenient to work in a mobile environment. Since it is very easy to connect

to the intemet, intranet or other mobile devices, it is very easy to access different types of
information. So, mobile devices could become one of the most convenient and prefened

medium to access the information.

Transaction, communication and service provision in a mobile network is very fast and

interactive when compared with other network. With this ability, applications related to

service and delivery will highly benefit from this environment.

Mobile devices are generally owned and operated by single user. With this pg6onalization,

information and service that meets the requirement of the individual can be delivered

easily and efficiently. Like amazon.com uses the personalized information to recommend

the books to the users, there could be millions of such applications but only more accurate

and to the right person.

In a mobile network, we can know the exact location of the person. With this information,

we can offer relevant services to them at that time. This type of service is called l-

commerce. A lot of new applications could be thought in l-commerce, which is only

possible in mobile devices.



With these features it is no wonder why people are talking about the dominance of mobile

application rn the business world and overall groMh and development of the human being.

2.1.1 Seruices in m-commerce

M-Commerce

Contexl-AwarerTl
Scarch Mapping Emcrgcncy

Financial+
Payment Banking

Entcrtainmcnt Hcalthr-t
lnformatton Schcduling

I

Games

ll
Music !nfotmatron

Figurc 2.1 (G eneral catego rhatio n ol M-Coruwce Applicaio ns)

If we think of services that could be provided based on the attributes of m-commerce, then

there are a lot of them. So we try to identi0/ the possible applications and classi& them as

much as we can. [3, 5J

Thinking of it, the first type of applications that would come in our mind would be context

aware systems. Using the GPS technology or similar technolory like triangulation of radio

or cell based stations; we can get the exact location of the users. Then we can deliver the

service, information or product to the customer's location. Both the customers and

businesses benefit from this type of application. Location information can be used in
applications like emergency services where the exact location of the customer is required.

It can also be used in navigation where we can locate what is nearby. Also we can track the

movement of a person or thing or use it in mapping like tour guides. 13,6,71

As we are planning to develop a tourism service, we will dig a little more into the service

for mobile tourism. This service is becoming popular and essential day by day as we use it
and as the mobile technolory improves. Not just for a new tourist but even for locals who

want to visit a building which he is not sure of the exact location; this could be really

helpful. They can use this type of service to travel to that place very easily. Some of the

features which could be helpful in this service like Map, Information on Destination,

Tourist Attraction Information, Transportation lnformation, Emergency Contact, etc.

should be included where as the features that may not prove to be as helpful like Gamming

Activities, Digital Souvenirs, Travel Stories, Speech to Speech Translation, etc. should be

avoided.[, 6, 8, 9J

Another important area where mobile applications can boom is financial area. Soon, the

bank branches, ATMs, credit cards could be replaced by mobile devices. Applications like

mobile banking let the customers to use their mobile to access the financial information,

pay bitls and transfer funds. Applications like m-wallet, Nokia-wallet, etc lets users make

purchase with their mobile device and store information like visiting card and credit card

numbers. [3]

Entertainment is a huge industry in itself. Mobile entertainment is another area where

applications related to music, video, games gambling and more are emerging and are doing

6



good. Other than that, information related to entertainment can be easily delivered to users

based on the personalization and localization. [3]

Health is another field where m-commerce can create an impact. Applications that can help

and assist in dispatch function of emergency call or emergency response cell phone calls

are some of the examples where the usability of mobile devices can be used. Other

applications like information of health of a person can be stored in the device which could

be used by the doctors when needed. [3]

Off-course, there are a lot of ethical, legal and health related issues related to m-commerce

which will have to be resolved as we head towards this world of mobility. But we will not

be discussing about them here. Rather we will try to imagine the mobile world and how

efficient it would be if we can implement the applications we just discussed.



2.2 Global Positioning System

2.2.1 What is GPS?

GPS is a system that determines the exact location of a suitably equipped object at that

specified time. It is actually a constellation of twenty-seven earth orbiting satellites

(twenty-four in operation and three extra in case one fails) at an altitude of approximately

eteven-thousand miles above the earth surface transmit signals that allows GPS receiver to

calculate the tocation of their position through trilateration. When we talk about GPS, it
generally means a GPS receiver. It is an electronrc device which listens to signals from the

satellite and uses the information to determine and display the receiver's location, speed,

altitude and heading. Basically, GPS receiver calculates how far it is from at-least three

overhead satellites and then does some geometric calculation to find its two-dimensional

position. [0-15]

Figurc 2.2 (Satellites pin-pointing the locationl

Officially named as NAVSTAR GPS, this fully functional Globat Navigational Satellite

System was developed and is operated by the United States Department of Defense

(DOD).lnitially intended only for military applications, the govemment made this system

available for civilian use in 1980. Since then, GPS has been widely used in navigation

worldwide, and is a usefut tool for travelling, mapping, surveying, location-based

commerce (l-commerce), scientific uses, and other applications where precise time

reference relating to that position is necessary. Il l, 16]

As the GPS units are becoming smaller and cheaper, at the same time different techniques

and technologies are also improving the performance of the GPS device. A simple

uncorrected position determined by the GPS receiver produces accuracy in the range of
fifty to hundred meters, but using the technique called differential correction, we can

expect the accuracy of the device in the range of five meters or below. Even more, using

thi advanced hardware technologies in GPS, we can expect a longer battery runtime and

more sensitivity so that we can even use the devices in the urban areas with tall buildings

ltTl

We can say that the true utility of GPS is when it is combined with GIS. Basically GPS

tells us where we are and GIS tells us what is in that place. So GIS is like a descriptive

database of the earth and together with GPS is changing how we look at the world.



2.2.2 How docs it work?

Suppose, we know the distance between us and a fixed place, then that means we can be

anywhere in the perimeter of that circle with radius equivalent to the distance and center as

the fixed place as shown in Figure 2.j.

Figure 2.3 (Perinuter as locuion
relercnce)

Now suppose we found out the distance

from another fixed point, then we can create

another similar circle with new radius and
centre. When we combine this information,
then we have two circles that intersect at most
two places. So we must be in one of the
intersection as shown in Figure 2.4.

Now if we found the distance between us and
a third fixed point, and then similarly creates
another circle and combine the information,
then all the three circles will surely intersect in
a single point eliminating the doubt of where
we are. And this point of intersection is shown
inFigure 2.5.

Similarly, if we consider sphere instead of
circles we would be able to calculate the
exact location in the real world situation.
Here, when we intersect two sphere then
the points of intersection will create a
circle where we can be anywhere in that
circle. This can be seen in Figwe 2.6. Now
when we intersect the third sphere, then it
will intersect the created circle in at-most
two points. This can be seen in Figure 2.7.
Now if we consider earth itself as the
fourth sphere, only one of the two points
will be in the surface of the earth as seen in
Figure 2.8. So we will be able to

Figurc 2.4 (Point ol intenection ns location
relercnce)

Figure 2.5 (Poiu of intercection os location
rcterence)

Figurc 2.6 lCircle as the intenection ol
spherel
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determine the correct location of a GPS receiver with only three satellites. Now if we need

more precious information regarding the altitude, then we would need at-least four or more

satellites. [0, 12, 13, 16]

To do this calculation, the GPS receiver must know the exact location of the satellites

above it and the distance between it and each of the satellites it has a fix The satellites

transmits some radio signals which is located by the GPS receiver and upon recerving

these signals it calculates the distance using the travel time of the radio signal, and also

performs the CDMA (Code Division Multi Access) to identifo the individual codes. In this

way, the GPS receiver is able to determine the precious location and data of each satellite.

Figurc 2.8 (One Poirrl inteoecting al

the sea level)

Figure 2,1 (Two points fis the intetsection olsphere

arul circlel

l0
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2.2.3 How it calculates the distance?

If we calculate distance in terms of speed, then it is the product of the speed per unit time.

And if the speed is constant then it is the product of speed and total time to reach the

destination.

Distance=Speed+Time

GPS uses this simple formula to determine the distance between the satetlite and the

receiver. These GPS signals are the radio signals which have the speed of light which is

about 186,000 miles per second. The GPS receiver measures the amount of travel time of
the GPS signal from the satellite to the receiver. Then it can calculate the distance between

it and the satellite.

In order to do this, the receiver and the satellite both needs to be synchronized to

nanoseconds. But the receiver does not have this much accurate clock, so it looks at the

.incoming signal which has the information about the atomic time and orbit position. After
calculating at-least four different signals, it resets its clock to the atomic time of the

satellite; it can finally get the nanosecond precision. Then it calculates the distance. [10,
12, 14,16l

2.2.4 Source of error

o SelectiveAvailability

It is the intentional alteration of the time and ephemeris (orbit position) signal by
the Department of Defense. It generally introduced about seventy meters of
erors. But fortunately, it was deactivated since May 2,2000 due to the broad
distribution and worldwide use of GPS. Anyway, using DGPS helps reduce this
error to about five meters.

o Atmospheric Effects

The speed of GPS signal in the space and in the atmosphere is not the same. The
ionosphere and the troposphere refract the radio signal causing it to travel at a
different speed. This causes an error in the calculation of
distance from "speed+ time".

Multipath

When receiving signals in an urban area or dense area, then the
signals may reflect with large objects and confuse the receiver
about the exact time and location. This is shown rn Figure 2.9.

Clock Inaccuracy

Although we sync the receiver clock with satellite, there are
still some inaccuracies in time that may cause some error.

Satel lite Orbital Position

Figurc 2.9(Multiprth)

ll
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Although the satellites are moving in a fixed orbit, slight shift in these orbit are

possible due to the gravitational force of earth, moon and sun.

o Satellite Geometry (Dilution Of Precision)

Different satellite geometry can increase or decrease the accuracy of the location.

Greater angles between the satellites lower the DOP and increase the accuracy.

Small angle between the satellites increases the DOP and reduces the accuracy.

"d

Figurc 2.10 (Gootl Geometry)

2.2.3 Diffcrential GPS

A normal GPS works by finding the

distance between at least three
satellites and then triangulating with
these satellites. When finding this

distance, there could be a lot of error

due to the variation of travel time of
the radio signal in various medium
and so on. So if we know our exact
location, then we can calculate these

errors. This location whose exact
position is known is made a ground

station and it broadcasts the error
conection factor for each satellite
which it used to calculate the new

Figure 2.12 (How DGPS Worls?l

location data. Figure 2. /2 shows how
a DGPS system works. Here first the precious location information of the Ground station is

already known. Then it recalcutates its location and checks the difference with its known

location to calcutate the correction factor. Then it broadcast this factor to all the DGPS

receivers which will apply this factor while calculating its location.

The basic principle of operation of DGPS is that when two GPS which are near to each

other then they will generally face similar atmospheric errors. And when the location

information of one of the GPS is known, then it can calculate the error and then apply this

error factor on to the other GPS to reduce the error on the other GPS [12, l4].

t2

$f S*d-f

Figurc 2.ll (Poor Geomcty)
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So to achieve an accuracy level below ten meters, we use differential correction factor. We

generally use a real-timidifferential correction but it could vary according to project. We

could alio use post-processing of the collected data. So, implementing it would completely

depend on the type of project and the availability of the data for correction factor.

2.2.6 NMEA protocol

..NMEA 0183 (or NMEA for short) is a combined electrical and data specification for

communication between marine electronic devices such as echo sounder, sonars,

anemometer (wind speed and direction), gJrocompass, autopilot, GPS receivers and many

other types of instruments. It has been defined by, and is controlled by, the U'S.-based

Nationai Marine Electronics Association." [18]

In general, we use NMEA sentence defined by the NMEA protocol to communicate

betieen the GpS receiver and the satellites. This sentence contains all the information

i.qu.ttra by the GPS. There are different types of sentences depending on the need of

aaL. So we should be careful when choosing the sentence. A generalized version of the

sentence would look like this:

$aabbb,d 1,d2,... ..,<CF><LF>

Here $ specifies the beginning of the sentence. The first two letters "aa" will identify the

talker (r.L. Cp=CpS, AP=Auio Pilot, etc). Then the next three letters "bbb" identiff the

sentence (i.e. Gll=Geographic Position Latitude/Longitude etc). Then different data

according to the sentence requirement follows which are separated with commas. At the

end of thl sentence, there is generally a checksum and caniage retum. [19, 20]

In addition to these standard sentences, NMEA also allows different companies to define

their own sentence which only their devices can use. Generally, this type of sentence

begins with P and then the tluee letters identifr the company. For example, a Garmin

sentence will begin with PGRM

Some of the sentences that may frnd its applicability with GPS are shown below: [19,20J

GPAAM - WayPoint Anival Alarm
GPALM'Almanac data

GPAPA - Auto Pilot sentence "A"
GPAPB - Auto Pilot sentence "B"
GPBOD - Bearing Waypoint to Waypoint
GPBWC - Bearing any Distance to Waypoint- laUlong, N/S, EA[/, UTC, Status

GPDTM - Datum Reference

GPGBS - GPS Satellite Fault Detection

GPGGA - GPS Fix Data

GPGLC - Loran'C data

GPGLL'Lat/Lon data

GPGRS - GPS Range Residuals

GPGSA - Overall Satellite data

GpGST - GPS Pseudo range Noise Statistics
GpGSV - Satellites in View

GPGTD - Geographic Location in Time Difference
GPMSK - send control for a beacon receiver (for DGPS Beacon Receiver)
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GPMSS - MSK Receiver Signalstatus
GPRMA - Recommended Minimum Navigation Information
GPRMB - Recommended Minimum Navigation Information
GPRMC - Recommended Minimum Navigation Information
GPRTE - Routes
GPTLL - Target Latllong
GPTRF - Transit Fix Data
GPSTN - Multiple DataID
GPVBW - dualGroundAilater Speed

GPVTG - Track Made Good and Ground Speed

GPWCV - Waypoint closure velocity (Velocity Made Good)

GPWNC - Distance - Waypoint to Waypoint
GPWPL - Waypoint Location
GPXDR - Cross Track Error - Dead Reckoning

GPXTE - Cross Track Enor - Meastued
GPZTG - Zulu (UTC) time and Time to Destination Waypoint
GPZDA- Date and Time

So, when we choose a sentence, we should be careful not to choose a sentence with extra

data. For example, if we just need latitude and longitude information then we could just

use $GPGLL and not other sentence with a lot of extra data along with latitude and

longitude.
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2.3 Geographic Information System

A Geographic Information System is a type of information system which tells us about the

details-of what is located at a place. But just knowing the location information is not much

of a value when we don't know where that place is. So when we link this information with

the location details we extracted earlier, a lot can be done with this knowledge. Figure 2.13

illustrates this concePt. Il l]

What is this? This is house of Mr. X

Where is it? It is at coordinate (xy)

Figurc 2.13(GIS in rction)

This location information which tells us about the details of the place is generally referred

to as the features of that place. For example a house or a statue can be feature of a place.

These features generally irar. some atfiibutes and values. For example, the attribute of the

house could belts color, cost, size, etc and its respective value could be white, $300,000,

one story building with 2 bedrooms, etc. And when we collect the similar attributes of the

features then a huge database is created which can be categorized based on the attribute

values. For exampi-e we can categorize a house based on its cost or size. And when we link

this information with the location details, then it gives us the base of the Geographic

Information SYstem.

When we try to li1* these features with the location details, we can do it in tluee ways:

o Point
o Line
o Area or PolYgon

When we ry to link the feature according to point then this feature is generally linked with

a single GiS position. So geogaphic place with attibutes and characteristics but not

sufficlent area 1o be displayed on a map are displayed using the point and will have a

single point of reference or GPS coordinate. For example a house could be displayed as a

point.

When we have to link similu features then it is generally linked with a collection of GPS

position forming a line. A geogaphic place made of connection of similar attributes and

lhr..t.n but not suffrcient width to be displayed on a map are displayed using the line

and will have connection of GPS coordinates. A road or river could be displayed as a line

in a map. Generally some spatial locations could be on either side of the line. For example,

a house could be beside a road. [l l]

When we have to link similar features with some distinct area then it is generally linked

with a collection of GPS positions and the beginning and the end of points being the same,

forming a polygon. A geographic place made of connection of similar attributes and with

l5
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sufficient area to be displayed on a map is displayed using a polygon. So it is similar to
line except that the end of the line are tied together to form a closed area. Generally area

contains a collection of spatial locations and points. It could be either inside an area or
outside. For example, AIT is outside Bangkok.

So after we have linked the features with the location details then we can do a lot of things

like visualizing the data and knowing what would happen if something happens and use it
for different purpose effrciently and easily.

2.3.1 Advantage of GIS

GIS is a rapidly growing technological field that incorporates graphical feattres with
tabular data in order to assess real-world problems. It is used to create, store, analyze,

retrieve, manipulate, and output geographically referenced data or geospatial data in order

to improve the overall information infrastnrcture, which directly impacts the overall
growth and development. Il l]

There are a lot of advantages of GIS because of which it is widely spreading in other

frelds. One of the main advantages of GIS is that it helps to gather and integrate different
data so that it can tell u what is exactly in that place where the GPS locates the point. This

may help in making better decisions for planning and managing facilities, transportation

and trip.

It also allows us to visually analyze and identifr the location, leading to a better

understanding of what we should expect. It helps us to make better decision. nBetter

information leads to better decisions". It can be used to assist in tasks such as presenting

information

So it is this power of GIS which has added so much value to GPS. Without it only the

location detail is not much of value. And Without this exact location detail, it is not so

effrcient to usc what is in that area also.
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2.4 MobileApplicationDevelopmentEnvironments

As the mobile technology develops, a lot of new environments are evolving in this field.

Developing an application would require exact specifrcation of that environment. We can

choose'be-tween BlackBerry, Windows Mobile, Palm OS, Symbian, Linu:c, J2ME,

Android, and others. We need to choose the environment such that the application has the

greatest applicability and usability among these communities. To do this we need to

Ionsider iore specifrc attributes that will help us choose which platform to build

application for. Attributes like application's performance, security, development time,

ntrmber of users etc should be consider before anything [21]. Some of the approaches that

could be used to develop mobile applications are:

o UsinB J2ME development platform
o UsinB platform's native language

J2ME is an ideal development platform for developing applications that are platform

independent. It reduces the devitopment effort to make the application ready for all

porribb platforms and devices but the devices must have fVM on them. Some of the

irawbaclis of this approach are the application performance will not be at its best and the

security of the applitition may be compromised as it rur on top of WM t21,221.

We can also consider developing applications in the platforms native language. If we do

this, then the first advantage we will have is the applications performance. Also we can

improve the security of the system. Some of the drawbacks of this approach are the

development effort and platform dependency. But there are already existing projects that

are trying to remove the platform dependency in platforms native language. For e.g. Net50

is an imf,tementation from Red Five Labs to bring .Net Compact Framework applications

unchanged, to Symbian platform (the OS running the Nokia and Sony Ericsson

Smartphone) 121,231.

So it's up to the requirement of the user on choosing the apploach of developing the

mobile applications. In our case, initiatly we had a windows mobile device so we choose a

platform-ipecific language: .net compact framework. Although it is platform dependent,

ihere is a project thatis implementing it in Symbian platform without having to change the

source code. This will reduce the development time of the application and at the same time

increase the overall performance of the application'

Being more specific, we used c#, .net compact framework as the development platform

along with windows mobile 6 SDK. We also use the shape file and Microsoft SQL Server

ZOOi tvtoUile Edition to store the data locally. Then we implemented this system and

deploy it in ASUS P526 Windows Mobile 6 powered PDA where we successfully tested

the system.
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Chapter 3' Mcthodolory

The main purpose of this application is to provide a specific group of user (Pedestrian

Tourists) with the information they will need to travel around a place and the destination

information. This will not only help them to travel around but also provide visual

information such that the users will be able to visually confirm the place they are visiting.

In order to implement this system, we will need precious location information of the user.

We can get this information using the cell based triangulation or GPS. Since new mobile

phones are generally equipped with GPS Receivers, so we will use this technique to

pinpoint the location. We will also need the information about that location. To get this

information we will use Geographic Information System, which will tell us what is located

at that place. And finally a mechanism, that will integrate these technologies. But before

discrssing in details about them, we will look at different methodologies to implement it.

3.1 DiffcrcntlmplemcntrtionApproeches

When implementing this system, we can tse various methods to integrate the information

about thai location. All of these approaches have their ourn advantages and disadvantages.

We will look at various integration mettrodologies and find their advantages and

disadvantage.

3.1.1 StrndrloncrPProrch

As the name suggests, this approach will be able D
to operate without any help from outside 

Iservices. Wren developing application with this

approach, we will either have to create our own ,? t dt
map or buy the map. After that, we have to f I /
calibrate it according to our requirement and \ *Jr.nr*. /
link with the location information. This \ I /
approach will store the entire database in a \ I /
single location inside the device. The \ I /application will simply access the database and

display the relevant information.

When implementing ttril approach, the 
Fapplications performance will be fast, emcient,

and secure. But some problems that could affect Figurc t.l(Itrgknunting Standolonc

this approach may be platform dependency, Approach)

difficulty in updating the information in already

deployed devices, cost of developing the database and the memory required to store the

dalabase. We could rule out the memory criteria as memory is gening cheap and more

available in new devices, but rest of the problems still remains.

1.1.2 Wcb based rpprorch

As the nzrme suggests, this approach will use the web service to integrate the data with the

application. We don't have to develop the entire database ourselves. We can just use the

eiisting map database provided by different map servers like Google map or Map server,
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etc. and integrate the location specific information database which is stored in some

application seryer. This approach will get all the required data from the web server and

display the required information as needed.

When implementing this approach, our data will be upto-date and stored in server. We

won't have to worry about the extra space to store the data, and creating a database will not

cost as high as in standalone approach. But we do need to care about high speed internet as

all our dita and information will be transfened tluough the intemet. As intemet is

sometimes described as hostile environment, so we also need to take care of the security of
data and application.

sl
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Fieurc 3.2fi twlcttuntlns Web Bascd Aooroach)

3.1.3 Hybrid approach

As the name suggests, this approach is a hybrid of standalone and web based approach.

The user can cache the location information of the place they are planning to visit when
they synchronize the device with laptop or pc. As the pedestrian tourists won't be able to
travel a large distance in a day, so we won't need a large storage to cache the data and in
the same time the application performance will be good as the required data is already

stored in the device. If in case, the user travels further, then he can always switch back to
the web based approach to get the required data as needed.

When implementing this approach, the applications performance will be fast, and efticient.
Also, we won't need large space to store the entire database as we will only cache the

required data and extract the required data as required. We won't even need the fast
internet connection until we are travelling in the region that is already cached in the device.

But if we go out of the region, then we will need the intemet connection to update the

devices location information. Also our data will be up-to date.

l9
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Figurc li (I nglenunting llybrid Appmuh)

3.1.4 Comparing the rPProrches

Table 3.1

When we look at standalone approach, the applicatiorui performance is excellent and it

doesn't even needs intemet corrnection. But it requires large storage space and the data is

not upto-date. The web based approach eliminites these drawbacks but in the cost of
reducld the applications performance and requiring high speed intemet.

The hybrid approach tries to remove all the drawbacks of standalone and web based

"pfro""t. 
It riiuires small storage but still the data is upto date and the applications

plift *-.e is ixcellent. In geneial case, it doesn't require the internet connection but in

iome special cases where thire is not enough data available in the cache, then the user

have toconnect to the intemet to get the required data. So it has to switch back to the web

based approach.

As a proof of concept, we will try to implement a standalone application which will access

tne l&at database to show the dlstination information. This will be the base even for the

hybrid approach which will access the data in the cached format. Then we will try to

access the data in the web.
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3.2 Detcrmining Latitudc rnd Longitudc

The first thing I tried to do was to get the latitude and longitude data from the satellite.
Doing this would have been a difficult task but because of the standards intoduced by
NMEA (National Marine Electronics Association) which is used by a vast majority of the
GPS receivers, we just needed to interpret these NMEA sentence. A simple NMEA
sentence would look like this

$GPGLL,Illl.ll,a,yyylry.yy,4hhmmss.ss,Athh

This sentence basically contains the entire data we need to finish our first task, i.e. get the
location of an object. If I interpret this sentence, then $ is the start of the sentence. GP is
Talker Identifier for GPS. GLL is a Sentence ldentifier for Geographic Position -
Latitude/Longitude. We could have used other Sentence ldentifiers like GGA, GLC, etc
but they return a lot of data that may not be used at this time like speed, distance etc. and
increase the traffic and time to interpret. So we try to use sentences with minimum length
and useful data for the time. The comma separates the data. The first data is Latitude, the
second is N or S (North or South), third is Longitude, fourth is E or W (East or West), fifttr
is Time (UTC), and the last data is for data validity through checksum. U9,241

Windows mobile 6 SDK provided an intermediate Driver to handle the GPS. This
intermediate layer acts as a gateway to access the GPS receiver. It gives us ability to access
the data from the GPS as if we were communicating with the actual GPS. Becawe of this
many applications can use the GPS at the same time. This enables us to write codes that
wil! work with any GPS hardware and vice versa. [25, 26]

And with the introduction of GPS intermediate Driver; I just use the parsed API to access

the parsed data directly. The GPS intermediate driver's parsed API already parses the
NMEA sentences into the individual data. We just ued these APIs to retrieve those GPS
data;

GPSOpenDevice, GPSGetPosition, GPSGetDeviceState, GPSCloseDevice

GPSOpenDevice handles back to the intermediate driver. Using this handle we can get
continuous location information using GPSGetPosition. Also, this intermediate layer
allows multiple applications to use GPS hardware at the same time. The GPS Intermediate
Driver makes it appear that each application has its own dedicated GPS hardware and a
single application (Intermediate driver) accessing the actual physical device. [25]

When we get the data, then the Latitude and Longitude are in Degrees where North and

East are Positive. We can get the speed in knots, Direction (Heading) in Degrees where
True North equals to zero, and altitude with regards to sea level in meters. We can convert
the units as we need. In this way the GPS Data can be collected.
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3.3 Getting Information of thc Location

Generally the information of a place is stored in an information system as a data referenced

by spatiil or geographic coordinates. Hence geBing the sPecific available data about a

p[aci wrll not 6e d-ifficult if we already know the location. We can easily filter the required

data based on the coordinates of the location. [l l]

3.3.1 Getting locallY stored data

As the technology is improving, the devices are getting smaller, smartet, faster and

tLupo So, the Iimited memory in mobile device will soon be talk of the past. We can

*iur. that storing the data in the device itself will not be a big deal. So, we.can use local

;;;;g. to ,tor. tnI aata and display to the user. This will not only increase the processing

G;;" display the data but also reduce the data rccess cost over tlre network'

We can create a local database which can store the information about a place. Since our

main goal is to provide the destination information in form of image and some. dcscription,

we can use the foldei system to store the images of the particular interest and the relative

information on the aatuuas.. By doing this weian easily acger the destination information

in the form we want iike the discripti-on or the pictue which is referenced with geogaphic

coordinates. We daigned the database to store-the latitude,longitude, time, description of

the place, image file location.

The latitude, longitude and time will reference the data to a particular position at a

p"ni."i* iirr. f[. time is one factor which should not be missed to reference the data'

The information aUouia ptace in day time could be something and at night time it could be

.o*pi.,rf, different. Fil.t a footiattr in Bangkok at day time could be a nice cloth store'

whereas, the exact locationin the evening or nilht time could be a restaurant selling food'

Furthermore, we divide the area into fixed sized grids such that all the data fall under

rp..tr" grid. By doif tt !i *t 91n -easily 
flnd th9 information we are looking among the

["ug. .ori..tion of datl. Thrs wilt help inieduce the search time of the information we are

looking for.

Figurc 3.4 (nunot danbuc *tarc)
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3.3,2 Getting data from the nctwork

Another approach to showing the destination information to the user in case there is not
enough storage is by using the network and accessing the remote data stored in some
server. In hying to do so, we used a flick API to show the geo-tagged image stored in
flick. Since these images are already referenced by the geographic coordinate-s, it is easy
to lilter them and show it to the users. In addition to this, it also has images rated accordini
to the popularity/interesting, relevance, date posted.

il

w
Figurc 3.5 (Gening Geo-Tagged Inugag

Talking more about flickr, it is an online photo sharing and managing application which
provides service like uploading, editing, sharing and geo-tagging thi pltur.r which could
be viewed by different users as the auttror ofthe picture-i'eriio. io when Gng ttrese
services provided by flickr, we extracted the geo-tagged images near our location and
showed it to the user. When showing the informition,ie can clioose how much data to be
ganllrred at a request such that it will not slow the tansfer of data and at the same time
don't have to request for the new data again and again.

3.3.3 Displaying the map and plotting latitude end longitudc

Generally, the map that contains-the specific information like a tourist spot, road, or pond
can be represented using point, line oi polygon respectively. This is refened to as vector
data. And since we are showing the road mif dong *ith some rout information and tourist
spots that would be suitable to travel; we usi a standard vector map showing this. A shape
file is a standard vector format image that can store the specific information. We can also
add different layers on top of each other to make the data more expressive like a rout on
top of road network [11,271.

2r\Ct?r\C/
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We can do this using various approaches, and a tot has already been done in this field' so

*.irtt use the uftt.iy *uilabli methods.and modiff them' One of the open source project

ariri6i, is Srrarprrilp. IG ; ilo,Olnt library thai provides easy access-to GIS data and

enables users to ao spa:tiA queryini. lt Inableius to ihow the vector data like 'shp frle and

draw extra tayers oniop orir,.,i,. riit released under GNU LGPL [28]' 
-So 

yith the help of

SharpMap, we can airpf"V tfri..p of a particular location with specific information and

pinpoint the exact location of the user in the map'

we can query the exact location of the user and show it to the user such that it is helpful to

them. when giving the information about a place, if the sunounding information is also

;;;;, o., tn-"t ri-ghib.;ore helpful wtren he is travelling, or just for knowledge' A road

name, building name, etc can help the user in various ways So we can add a layer to show

;hr'ffi; or-tn. prices or relative information on top of the already shown road map.

Since we ar, ,rgr,it g io pfan a travel rout to show different places 9f[9i-entlV' 
we can

design different routii rui th.t the user may choose and travel upon it' We can overlay

these information one abovi the other such thit the user can get the most out of it'

one thing we need to be aware of is how the data is stored in which coordinate system'

datum and projection. othenryise there is a possibility that they won't overlay each other

when we Put them together.

Since the earth is not flat and it has to be printed in a flat surface, so people have come up

with different approaches to do so. Some of them will preserve distance, some preserve

area and so on. srturprrrap by default ao tne equirectangular or "Pseudo-Plate carr6"

projection which p;Gt tnl f"litua._and longitude d1a direitly to the-image by applying a

scale. So we just *. tf,ir projection for the rioment, but we can transfer to other projection

24
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if we want. Also, about the coordinate system, we use the latitude/longitude coordinate
system or the Geographic coordinate syste,rJl- to represent the data in decimal degrees. And
finally the datum that is being used is the WGS84 which is the most popular daium and is
used by GPS. [28,29J

3.4 Finding shortest Distancc and Direction between Two points

Finding the shortest distance between two points is to draw a straight line between them.
However, considering the fact that earth. is not a plane, or more precisely, it is exactly
neither a sphere nor an ellipsoid, or the fact that the lines of latitude forming a circle are
not equal (largest in the equator and decreases as it heads towards poleJ) makes the
calculation of the distance benrreen two points represented in termi of iatitude and
longitude more difficult. There are different approaches towards calculating the distance
between them. The one thlt we are going to use and which is also a simp-ier one is the
Great Circle Distance which is based on spherical trigonometry. Some other famous
methods are. Spheroid Model and Vincenty's Method. [30, 3lJ

3.4.f Thc great circle distrncc and direction

If (latl, longl), (la0, long2) are the two points represented in the Geographic coordinate
system, and r is the radius of the sphere, then the distance between them can be calculated
using the great circle distance D as:

D=r*arcCos(sin(latl)*sin(lat2)+cos(latl)*cos(lat2)*cos(longl _long2))

Equation 3.1

The above formula 9m e!ve- a largc round-off enor, and since we are expecting the
distance that needs to be calculate to be small, we will use haversine's formula which gives
better result for smaller distance.

Gt" (Y))' + cos{trrt) * ss511.t2) . (sin (1""t1-!erer))'z

Equation 3.2

H9r_e we approximate r to be around 6,371.01km which is the average radius of the sphere
of the earth to calculate the distance. t3O-32I
And for the direction from point one to poini two; we calculate direction (c) as

C = mod(arcTan2(sin(longl - long}) * cos(lat}), cos(larl) * sin(lat}) _
sin(latl) * cos(lat?) * cos(longl - long}),/ * n)

Equation 3.3

We will get the direction in terms of angte where we assume the angle below or equal to
15 Degrees and the angle above 345 Degrees to be directed towards north. If it is between
15 and 75 Degrees, then we assume it to be heading towards north-east. If it is between 55
and I05 Degrees, then we assume it to be heading towards east. If it is between 105 and
165 Degrees, then we assume it to be heading to*Lds south-east. If it is between 165 and
195 Degrees, then w€ assume it to be heading towards south. If it is between 195 and 265

25
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Degees, then we assume it to be heading towards south-west. If il is between 265 ud285
Delrees, then we assume it to be heading towards west. And.finally, if it is between 285

*J3CS Orgrees, then we assume it to be heading towards north-west.

In this way we can calculate the distance and direction between different objects in a real

time and use it in various ways as we need it'
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Chapter 4
Results and Discussion

4.1 Gctting Location Position

In this process of creating the application that will not only provide th9 specific

information that is required to travel around a place but also the destination information;

*r fotto*.d a simple example and created an application that would activate the built'in

GpS chip in the mobile device. This is the very first an{ important stlP accomplished

towards tilntting the goal of providing the user with their location information and its

,urro*aings. A[er th; GpS riceiver ii activated, it reads the GPS signal containing the

iiu.t fo.utl-on information of the user from the satellites. We then parse those signals and

use them as Per our requirement.

The figure betow shows the process of activating thg Gf! by nrnning the application. For

tt ir, *7r jtst have to the run the GpsSample file-inside '?r-ogram Files\gpssample" folder

UV-tf i.f,lni the file icon as shoum in iigwe 4./. After this, the application starts and

automaticJf riggers the CfS .nip wtric[ returns the available data. We then parse the

aatu *a ,*ru.t itri Aatu that is useirl to us and displays it_to. tser as shown in Figwe 4'2'

H.r., ttr. latitude, ffiit"ar and the time data are ihown. Initially the unit-of latitude and

i;ilrn dr is in Oicimi Degrees but we convert it to degee minute second and display it,

so that we could use it as we want.

Figurc 4'l (starting thc opplicationl 
Figurc 4.2 (Gctting rocuion)

So as soon as we start the application, we get the location data by which-we can pinpoint

our location. This ,ritt not'onty pinioint-the location but also be used throughout the

.ppfi.ution where the location 
-iribrmation 

is required. We will be using it in various

functionalities like g*i"g the map of the location, getting the destination distance and so

on.
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4.1.1 The epplicetion menu and an approach to save battery life

The first thing that we have to notice in this application is that there are pull-up menus
which will provide the users wrth different functionalities that will fulfill our objectives to
make the tour of the individual memorable one. When we click on the GPS menu on the
bottom right comer of the screen, then 'Start GPS', 'Stop GPS', 'Destination', 'Nearby
Picture', 'Flick', and 'Map' menu will be displayed. As we start the application, the GpS
is already started, so the 'Start GPS' menu is disabled but the rest of the menu is enabled as
we start to get the GPS signal.

Since the GPS consumes a lot of battery of the mobile device, so we could stop the GpS by
clicking the 'Stop GPS' menu whenever it is not being used. When we do this it will cache
the last location information of the device which could be used roughly to estimate the
location of the user. When doing this, the 'Start GPS' menu will be enabled while rest of
the menus which are dependent on the cunent location plus the 'Stop GPS' menu itself
will also be disabled as shown in Figure 4.3.

when re-activating rhe Gps by cricking *, .r,J?;J:tff::,cJil ,*it.r,u,.
device on, but to get the location informatiorl it needs some time, so in that time,
the rest of the menus that are dependent on the location information are disabled.
But as soon as the location information is available in terms of latitude and
longitude, then the rest of the menus will also be enabled. This is illustrated in
Figure 4.4.

lorr5 O.ir.s].t€.'.3.rrml8'

!e (O,ttt,S):
5'2';BXIIIIIDTtrB'

tul6/8.:52:16 Fia

Figurc 4,3 (Stoping thc GP$
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4.2 Gctting Iuformotion of the Location

In this application, we tried to get the information of that location in two different

.ppr*.ftii. In the irst approach, ie get the information that is stored in the local database

.irh i, referenced by the glographic coordinate. In this approach, we did some calculations

that could be useful to tf,. *ri tit r the destination distance and direction. In the second

;O*;;*;we get the information of the place via web. In this approach w: us9 the web

,li-i.. and exf,act the geotagged informition in terms of images and show it to the user.

4.2.1 Getting locrllY storcd data

Our main objective of facilitating the user by showing the- destination information was

u.*rpfitnrdusing the 'Destination' menr. When we click this menu, then it will show us

tilffir* of the drrtinution along with the optional information like description, distance

and direction from the ctrnent location. As shown in Figtre y'.5, when the location data is

available, then the 'Destination' menu is enabled. when we select it, then it will show us

the destination ttrumunaii irug.r sorted according to the distance along with the signal

stahrs from the satellite as shown inFigare 4'6'

Figurc 4.S@cstinrtion Mcnu selcctioo)

Figurc 4.6@cstinrtion imrge ilformetion)
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The topleft image in Figure 4.6 tepresents the une 9r fix like 2-D or 3-D between the

receiver and the satellite.-Also the urir.* trow wirether the sateilite signal is available or

not by looking at ttre iaulon data aruifulit on top of the screen' Then ttre destination

images are shown as tr.u,unails in ttre scr* *.t,.'' the nearest destination from the

current location is shown at the top then tutt tt* lolo': If there are more destination

images, then a button will be visibie on ,ft ?iJafe'right of the screen and middleJeft of

ti , i.t".n tt'ough.'rt i.t we can navigate fonryard and bach'r'ard'

When we want to see ttre detail picture of a destination, then we just have to select the

thumbnail and then it will show us tn n fl fi.tutt o{ thq destination as shown in Figtre

4.7. Andthen if ,r, *.nt to see tne Aetaits oi the destination then we just have to click on
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the destination picture and then it will show us the description, distance and direction from
the current location separated with semicolon as shown in Figure 4.8. If we again click on
the image then it will take us back to the thumbnail screen where we can ihoose other
destinations and view its detail.

Figurc 4.7 (Eoterycd dcstinrrion picturc)

Fryurc l.t @cstinrtion with description)

Another important feature that could be useful to
the user is showing the nearby images from the
user's location such that the user coutd visually
identifr where he is and at the same time sel
different interesting locations which might be in his
interest and is nearby to him. This feature will also
show him the destination information along with
distance and direction as in Destination function.
Figure r'.9 illusfates this function where the tser
gets to preview 0re nearby images and at the same
time see its information as in Figrre 4.7 and Figure
4.8.

4.2.2 Getting datr from the nctwork

The altemative way of showing the user with the
sunounding information via the web was
accomplished using the Flick Apl. When the
location information in terms of latitude and
longitude is available, then the .Flickr' 

menu in the
main form is activated. When we click it, then it
will get us the geo-tagged images from Flick,s
s:rver Only after we click the .Update, menu in
the bottom-left corner of the screen, then the flicker

30
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pictures will be updated as the location changes. This can be seen in Figure 4.10 and

Figure 4.1l.

Figurc 4.10 (Acccssing dete from intcruet)
Figurc 4.ll (Ncrrby gco'ttggcd Flickr imegcs)
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4.3 Showing Globatly Referenced Local Position

After we get the location information in terms of
latitude and longitude, then the Map menu in the main
form is activated. When we click the 'Map' menu then
we get the globally referenced local position of the user.
ln Figure 4.12, the Red circle with x in the center of the
screen shows the globally referenced local position of
the user inside the AIT. The other square dots are the
surrounding information from where the user stands and
he/she can view in details of it in terms of description,
distance and direction. The lines are the road that can be
used to travel to different places as desired. And finally,
the small point on top is the direction indicator which
will move as we move. If we are heading north then it
goes to center-top of screen, if east, then it goes to
center-right position and so on.

Figurc 4.12 (Globetly rcfcrenced
locrl position)

Figure 4.13 (Zooming feeture)

we can also zoom into the specific location as we desire rrTiJi,llt ffitr$'l,Ti$)on,r,"
bottom-left of the screen. When we click it then we can either zoom-in or zoom-out as we
desire. Figure 4.13 andFigure 4./4 shows the zooming feature where the user is zooming
into a specific location.

Another objective of this application was to show the user the desirable path to travet to
the destination. We could use various approach to do so. Here we have uied an approach
where the user will be able to load the desirable route to travel in order to reach the
destination. This route at the moment is static but later can easily be converted to dynamic
approach where the destination route will be automatically calculated. When *e ciick the
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Menu in the bottom-right comer of the screen of the Map interface then we can select
.Load Route' menu whlch will load the rout to travel to the destination. When we load ttre

route, then it will overlap with the existing road map ofthl place and the only difference

*itt U" the color of the road that the user ii supposed to follow. As seen in Fipre 4.15 and

Figure 4.l6,the user selects the load route and then the route is loaded in the existing map

*i"tt, gr..n color. The user has to follow the route which he can easily do because his

globaily referenced local position is also shown in the map'

Figurc 4.15 (Lording lhc tnvcl rootc)

Figurc 4.16 (Routc loedcd rs grccn color linc)

Looking at all of these results we can say that 
-a^L 

of thc objectives have been fulfilled in

;;;;;; or the other. There could have'been different approaches to obtain these results

but we choose tf,r sl*pirtt ones and got the desired resuis which helped in proving the

.on .pt trr.t trre desii-na:tion info*utio-n in terms of image could be a valuable asset in the

mobile tourist system.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and Recommcndations

5.1 Conclusion

ln conclusion, we tried to build an application that would show the importance of
destination iniormation and various ways to access it via handheld GPS enabled mobile

devices. When we provide the destination information in terms of description and images

ufoni *itfr the time specific information, it helped to remove any confirsion of the

trarjer's tour. He knew his exact location, where to go next, how to go there, and what to

expect there at different time.

In this process, we built an application that activated the built'in GPS receiver and

extracted the location information in terms of latitude and longitudt..q. then used this

information to extract th. g.ogruphicatly referenced destination information. Since

5tunaaon approach towards aata actess.oUa U. considered as a base case' so we used it

;;;;t thr destination information. Later we even ried to access the destination information

,iu-tt. web based uppio.rt which when combined with standalone approach and then with

slight modification iould result in the hybrid approach'

When providing the destination information, we had to do some calculation regarding the

distance between n^,o ouiects and its direction. we used the famous great-circle. distance

*J U"ring to do this, -t sno*.a the time specific,location dependent information to the

user that could be helpful for the travel.

So at the end we can say that the destination information in terms of personalized visual

i;.gr aong with time based knowledge and information could be a valuable asset in the

mobile tourist system.
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5.2 Recommcndations and Future Work

In this fast developing world of mobile internet and device technology, we can expect a lot
to change in a very little time. There is this 3G network system which was not long ago
introduced for high speed data transfer and intemet connection via mobile, the researchers
are already studying and developing the 4G system which is expected to have bener
performance, connection speed and reliability. And then there is WiMa"x; a broadband
wireless access that permits users to access the high speed intemet and data transfer. With
these technologies ahead of us plus other emerging technologies like Multihop relay
networks coming soon into this field, we could expect something like centralized data
storage system where all the information will be stored in a central server, and the rser will
access or update it via the internet.[33]

We could fully utilize these upcoming technologies plus some other web services that
could raise the standard of this application to next level. We could, for example, use the
application like Microsoft's Photosynth and show the user the overall view of the location
in 3D model and at the same time allowing user to see the specific information. Or we
could use some voice guided tour in the background and show the destination information
in form of pictures. We could even allow the user to update their own personalize
information which could be shared among their friends or contribute to the overall
community.

Furthermore, there are other satellite navigation systems under development. Systems like
Beidou from China, Galileo from European Union and European Space Agency,
GLONASS from Russia with partnership with India, and other proposed systems when
starts to operate, they will surely bring the current accuracy of the satellite navigation to
few centimeters [6]. Not only this, there is AGPS which is promising a fast first frx to
satellite and higher accuracy even inside a room. With this accuracy we could further more
personalize the system and may be even put the pictures of the shop owner and information
about them so that user could be more comfortable around that place.

There are similar and many more ideas that could be implemented in this application to
shape the future of mobile tourism and walking tour system.
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APPendir B

Code to Display thc Location Information (Sample Modilied from Windows Mobile 6

sDK)

if (gps.Opened)

t
string str = "";
if (position l= null)

{
if (position.LatitudeVal id)
(

str *= 'Latitude (DD):\n " + position.Latitude + "\n";

str *= "Latitude ip,t t,S)'V, '; + position.LatitudelnDegreesMinutesSeconds +

u\n";

)

if (position. LongitudeVal id)

{
sE += "Longitude (DD):\n " + position'Longitude 1 "\rt";

str *= ,'Loniitude iD,M,S),tn 
;+ position.LongitudelnDegeesMinutesSeconds

+ "\nn,

)

if (position. SealevelAltitudeval id)

(
str *=',sea-Level Altitude:\n,' + position.sealevelAltitude + n m\nn;

)

if (position.SateltiteslnSolutionValid && position.SatelliteslnViewValid &&

position. Satell iteCountval id)
(

str r= ,,satellite Corurt:\n " + position.GetSatelliteslnSolutionO.Length +'/n *
position.GetSatell iteslnView0.Length + n (u +

position.SatelliteCount * "N1" ;

)

sfi *= "Time:\n " + DateTime.Now.ToStringO + n\n",

if (position.LatitudeValid && position.LongitudeValid)

(
this.showlmageMenultem.Enabled = true;

this.FlikrMenultem.Enabled = true;

this.menultem l.Enabled = true;

this. DestinatiorMenultem.Enabled = true,

i(position. HeadingVal id)--t'- 
rf,p..orepoiit(posiiion.Latitude, position.Longitude, position'Heading);

else
shp.movePoint(position.Latitude,position.Longitude,400);
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)

else

t
this.ShowlmageMenultem.Enabled = false;
this.FlikMenultem.Enabled = false;
this.menultem l.Enabled = false;
this. DestinatiorMenultem. Enabled = false'

)

status.Text = str;

if (position: null)
status. Text a= "position=nul l\n" ;
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codc to Acccss Datebrsc end calculrtc Distance and Hcading

private SqlCeConnection -conn;
double latl,longl;
int time, dest=l,

publ ic SqlCeResultSet PictQ

{
if (Forml.position != null)

{
latl = Form l.position.Latitude;
longl =Forml.position.Longitude; /
if (-conn: null)

-conn 
= new SqlCeConnection(@"Data Source ="

+

(System.IO.path.GetDirectoryName(System.Reflection.Assembly.GetExecutingAssembly(

).CrtNurt0.CodeBase) + \\l\'IyDatabase# l'sdf;")
t "Password ='iwts',"),

SqlCeCommand cmd = new SqlCeCommandQ;

cmd.Connection = -conn;

if (System.DateTime.Now.Hour > l8 ll system.DateTime.Now'Hour < 4)

time = l;
else

time = 0;

cmd.commandText= "sELECT GridID, Lat, LOng_Image, img, D_istance,

Direction, Angte, Time,ID FROM Imagg WHERE Image'GridlD IN ( SELECT

Grid.GridlD FROM Cila WHEng Grid]Latt <= " + lati + " AND Grid.LaO >= " + latl +

, AND Grid.Longl .= " .r- longl + .l fi.lDGrid.Long2 >= " + longl +' ) A]'ID

Image.Time = "+Iime+" ORDER BY Distance ASC";

if (-conn.Stats : Qerulsctionstate'Closed)

-conn.OPenQ;

S qlCeResultSet resultSet I = cmd.ExecuteResultSet(ResultsetOptions' Scrol lable I

ResultSetOPtions.UPdatable);

if (resultSet I .HasRows.Equals(rue))
(

Doublex,y,z,4b,c=0,dlat,dlong;//cdirection'z=distance'

while (resultSet LRead0)

{'dlong=((double)resuttSetl.GetDouble(2),'to.nqt-)-'Math'PI/180;

atat I ((iouble)resultsetl.GetDouble(l) - latl) * Math.PI / 180;
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x = Math.Pow(Math.Sin(dlat) I 2), 2);
y = Math.Cos(latl r Math.PI / 180) *

Math.Cos((double)resultSetl.GetDouble(l)tMath.PI/180)tMath.Pow(Math.Sin(dlong
t2\,2');

z = Z * Math.Asin(Math.Sqrt(x + y));

b = Math. Sin(dlong) * Math.Cos((double)resultSetl .GetDouble( I ) *

Math.PI / 180);
a = Math.Cos(latl I Math.PI / 180) *

Math.Sin((double)resultSetl.GetDouble(l) t Math.PI / 180) - Math.Sin(latl + Math.PI /
180)+Math.Cos((double)resultSetl.GetDouble(l)tMath.PI/180)*Math.Cos(dlong);

if(b>0)
t

if(a > 0) c = 180 / Math.PI t Math.Atan(b I a);
if (a < 0) c = ( I 80 - I 80 / Math.PI t Math.Atan(-b / a));
if(a:0)c=90;

)

else if (b < 0)
(

if(a > 0) c = 360 - 180 / Math.PI I Math.Atan(Gb) / a);
if(a<0)c= 180/Math.PI t Math.Atan(b/a)+ 180;

if(a:0)c=2701'

if(a>0)c=0,
if(a<0)c= 180;

if (a:0) s = 0;//2 points are same

)

if(c>3a5[c<=15)
resultSet I . SetString(6, "N');

else if (c > 15 && c <= 75)
resultSet I . SetString(6, "NE");

else if (c > 75 && c <= 105)
resultSet I .SetString(6, "E"),

else if (c > 105 && c <= 165)
resultSet I .SetString(6, "SE");

else if (c > 165 && c <= 195)
resultSet I .SetString(6, "S");

else if (c > 195 && c <=265)
resultSetI .SetString(6, "SW");

else if (c > 265 && c <= 285)
resultSet I . SetString(6, "W' );

else if (c > 285 && c <= 345)
resultSetl . SetString(6, "IfI/" ),
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resultsetl.SetDouble(5, Math.Round(6371010 + 2,3)'1;lll852 + 180 /
Math.PI t 60 t z //distance in meters

resultSet I . SetDouble(7, c);

resultSetl.UPdateQ;

)
)
resultSetl.DisPose0;
resultSet I = cmd.ExecuteResultSet(ResultSetOptions.Scrollable I

ResultSetOptions. UPdatable);
retum resultSetl;

)
else

return null,
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Adding Different Laycrs of Information using SharpMap

myMap = new SharpMap. Map(new S ize(this. Width, this. Heigh0);

myMap.MinimumZoom = 0.000 I ;

mylayer = new SharpMap.Layers.Vectorlayer("Road"),
routlayer = new SharpMap.Layers.Vectorlayer("Rout");
Pointlayer = new SharpMap.Layers.Vectorlayer("Pointlayer"),
labellayer = new SharpMap.Layers.Vectorlayer("labellayer");
labelPoint = new SharpMap.Layers.Labellayer(" labelPoint"),

Collection = new SharpMap.Geometries.GeometryCollection0;
GeomColl = new System.Collections.Generic.List<SharpMap.Geometries.Geometry>0;

myLayer. Data.source = new S harpMap. Data. Prov iders. ShapeF i I e( " Program

Files\\gpssample\\data\\newroad. shp" );
mylayer.Style.Line.Width = 3;

mylayer. Style. Line.Color = Color.Yellow;
myLayer.Style.Fill = new SolidBrush(Color.Transparent);
myLayer. Style. EnableOutl ine = true;
mylayer.Ma,rVisible = 4000;

myMap.Layers. Add(myLayer);
myMap.Center = new SharpMap.Geometries.Point( 100.61 334333333,
14.0801633333333);

labellayer.DataSource = new SharpMap.Data. Providers.ShapeFile("Program
F iles\\gpssample\\data\Uabel. shp");
labellayer.Style.Symbol = new Bitmap("Progam Files\\gpssample\Umages\\icon.png");
labelLayer. Sty le. Fill = new Sol idBrush(Color.Transparent);

labellayer.Ma:cVisible = 50;
myMap. Layers. Add(labelLayer);

labelPoint.DataSource = labellayer.DataSourbe;
labelPoint. Enabled = true;
labelPoint. LabelCol umn = nLabel ",
label Po int. SUle = new SharpMap. Styles. LabelStyle0;
labelPoint. Style. ForeColor = Color. Black'
labelPoint.Style.Font = new Font(FontFuiily.Crn.ricserifl 8, FontStyle.Regular);
labelPoint. MorVisible = 50;
labelPoint. Style.HorizontalAl ignment =
SharpMap. Styles. LabelStyle. HorizontalAl i gnmentEnum.Center;
labelPoi nt. Style. VerticalAl ignment =
SharpMap. Styles.LabelStyle. VerticalAl ignmentEnum.Top;
labelPoint. Style. Halo = new Pen(Color. Yellow, 2);
labelPoint. Style.CollisionDetection = true;

myMap. Layers. Add(labelPoint);
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point = new SharpMap.Geometries. Point( I 00.6 I 3 343, I a.08026);

GeomColl.Add(poin0;
pointlayer.Data-Souce = new SharpMap.Data.Providers.GeometryProvider(GeomColl);

myMap Layers. Add(PointlaYer);

myMap.Zoom = 0.0025; //Set zoom level

this. pictureBox2. Image = myMap.GetMapQ;
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